Abstract. In process mining, one of the major challenges is to find a process model in the best possible way through the describing observed behavior. The hidden transitions exist in the process models, but not found in the log sequence. This paper is based on the probabilistic behavioral relations from the incomplete log of the business process to mining the model with hidden transitions. First of all, according to the probabilistic behavioral relations obtained the relation of the modules, then calculate the probability of the sub module obtained the relation between the transitions, Based on this, constructing the process model with hidden transitions .Finally, analyzing the default transitions in the log sequence to determine the location of the hidden transitions, the method can effectively and quickly find the location of the hidden transitions.
Introduction
In recent years, with the development of computer, the companies are looking for a way not only to satisfy the requirements of customers but also to leverage cost-saving through improve the business level. Hence puts forward the technology of business process mining, but mining process of business process models will often appear in the process model, but there is no transition in the log sequence. Such transitions are a large number of models which exist in reality. From the event log mining hidden transitions can be restore model, improve the operation efficiency and subsequently achieved high efficiency of production and service.
In the log mining invisible tasks in the beginning is put forward by the W.M.P. van der Aalst et al. He analyzed the cause of invisible tasks.The related concepts of Petri are given in [1] . The related concepts of log trace and event log are given by [2] . The analysis method of judging the consistency between the log and the model is proposed in [3] . Foreign scholars van der Aalst has done a lot of articles on the invisible task mining. [5, 6] tells the method of process mining.In this paper, we mainly mining the hidden transitions in the event log by using the probabilistic behavioral relations. First of all, according to the relation between the modules and then step by step calculate the probabilistic obtained the relation between the transitions. So that, we can get the source model. Finally, analyzing the default transitions in the log sequence to determine the location of the hidden transitions, the method can effectively and quickly find the location of the hidden transitions.
Motivation case
In the introduction, we introduce the importance of mining the model with the hidden transitions from the incomplete logs.In this section will use a simple example to prove the importance of mining hidden transitions from the incomplete logs. Below give a logL= [<A,B,E,F>,<A,B,E>,<C,D,G> , <C,D,E,F>,<A,B,E,F,E,F,E>,<C,D,E,F,E>,<B,E,F> ,<C,G>,<C,E,F,E>](This situation does not consider the number of the log sequence) according to the previous mining calculation method to mining the model as shown in Fig. 1. 3rd International Conference on Material, Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering (IC3ME 2015) Fig. 1 The previous mining Fig. 1 show that the fitness of the two models is low. The log sequences generated by these two graphs do not conform to the rule of process mining.
Preliminaries
Definition1 [2] (Event Logs 、 Traces)Let T is a collection of activities,
is an execution log. Definition2 [3] (Fitness and Behavioral Appropriateness) Note that, k be the number of different traces from the aggregated log. For each log trace i
n is the number of process instances combined into the current trace. m i is the number of missing tokens, and p i is the number of produced tokens during log replay of the current trace. m is the number of labeled tasks, x i is the mean number of enabled transitions during log replay of the current trace.
Mining the Model with the Hidden Transitions Based on Probabilistic Behavioral Relations
In the introduction of this paper, we present the importance of mining the hidden transitions in the incomplete log. [4] (A block-structured workflow net)M E is a block-structured workflow net, it can be divided recursively into workflow nets.An example is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 filled regions denote the block-structured(→（×（∧（A,B）,→(C,D)),×( Q (E,F),G))) Definition3 [4] (Process trees)A process tree is an abstract hierarchical representation of a block-structured workflow net. The leaves of the tree are activities, representing transitions. The nodes of the tree, operators, describe how their children are combined. This paper uses four operators: Å Î （×，→，∧， Q ） The ´operator describes the exclusive choice between its children, →the sequential composition and ^ the parallel composition. The first child of a Q tree is the loop body, the non-first children are redo parts. Definition4 [4] (Partitions and Cuts) A partition is a distribution of an activity set å into disjoint non-empty subsets 
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denote the number of occurrences of a and b) Table1 is shown our proposal for probabilistic activity relations for activities a and b
Table1 Our proposal for probabilistic activity relations for activities a and b （accumulated probability for Q ）Let c=( Q , 2 1 , å å ) be a cut，L be a log， 2 2 E S 、 be sets of activities. We aggregate over three parts: start of a redo part,end of a redo part and everything else:
In the loop, the Directly-Follows Relation denotes by s Q ,others denote by i Q .
Algorithm 1: Using the probability behavioral relations mining hidden transition
Input: Processed execution logs Output: Petri net model
Step 1: To divide the first step from the record of the log sequence, and basing the Equations calculating the probability relations between the modules ,choosing the biggest.
Step 2: Then calculating the probability behavioral relations between the sub modules, choosing the biggest. So the relations between the transitions, the source model are derived.
Step 3: Comparing the log sequence to find the default location. And thus the corresponding to find the hidden transitions.
Step 4: According to the execution log to calculate the model's fitness.
Step 5: In the case of 1 ® f , and then consider the behavioral appropriateness, at this time to find the hidden transition as a normal transition in the calculation, if (m,n which represents the weight of them). The smaller the variance of the data, the smaller the variance, the smaller the fluctuation, the more stable, the better.
Step 6: All the log replay is completed, M 1 is the model of the mining.
Experimental Result
In this section we will use a simple example to demonstrate the feasibility of the above method. 
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We can get the process trees as the Fig. 3 : 
Conclusions
This paper puts forward a method of mining hidden transitions in the event log based on probability behavioral relations. Firstly, the related concepts of process model and log are introduced. Then the consistency between the log and the model is described. After it, the core part of this paper is to mining the hidden transitions in the event log based on the Petri net probability behavioral relations, because the relationship of the probability is not very sensitive for the hidden transition. According to the relationship between the probability behavioral of the model, the relationship between the modules is obtained, and calculating the relationship between the transitions. At last, analyzing the default transitions in the log sequence to determine the location of the hidden transitions.
In this paper, we analyze the hidden transition in the log, but there are some other abnormal transitions in the actual process, such as block transitions. So in the future work, it should be more abnormal transitions to be analyzed; making process mining technology can be more perfect.
